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About This Game

Crystal Towers 2 XL is an adventure platform game inspired by the shareware of the 90s. Join Bernard the monk as he makes
his way through the hostile reaches of the kingdom on a quest to recover the sacred instruments that hold the world's music

together.

This XL edition is a partially remade version of the original game from 2011, adapting the game for widescreen as well as
improving a host of things that were missing the first time around.

Featuring!

 Nearly 300 individual challenges, enough to last more than your lifetime (if you're a medium-sized insect)

 Steam Achievements - some of which aren't patronizing and useless!

 Absolutely no water or ice levels!

 The Synthesizer, which lets you create magic artefacts to help you on your quest with mere hours of grinding for items!

 Use the Music Castle's free wifi to post your scorecard online and laugh at your lesser friends!

 The engine behind Five Nights at Freddy's doing something that isn't lastingly traumatic!
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 Programmer art galore!
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Genre: Indie
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David Newton
Publisher:
David Newton
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2015
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Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

English
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I would rather watch paint dry than play this game. Might be fun if you are under the age of 5.. Very nice handheld graphics.
Before buying, it is very important to remember that the style of the game is Metroidvania, which means respawn enemies,
more difficulty etc. If you like this game mechanics (same as Ori: The blind forest) this game is for you.. A yuri visual novel set
at Starfleet Academy, this is a prequel to "Rising Angels: Reborn" and a remake of the uncompleted "Rising Angels: The Red
Rose". I like the other two games, but this is my favorite of the series so far, for several reasons:

 Good writing throughout (occasional typos aside).

 It's considerably longer than "Reborn".

 It has a catchy, upbeat theme song and a mostly optimistic tone, fitting the game's subtitle.

 It has a more choices. A lot of these choices are not terribly important plotwise ("Do you want to spend some time
hanging out with Person A or Person B?"), but they make the story more personalized and help flesh out the characters.

 As in "Reborn", there's a designated love interest around whom a fair portion of the story revolves.  But at the end of
the game, you're given the option to date another of the characters instead, if you so choose. Which, again, makes the
game feel more involving.

 Last but not least, the game has loads more Kika Starr, the spoiled and egocentric but loyal and benevolent catgirl who
may have surpassed Hermione Granger as my favorite fictional character. She's awesome.I liked the artwork in "Red
Rose" better, but other than that this game rocks. I bought it full price and it was well worth it.. THIS IS THE BEST
GAME IVE EVER PLAYED!!!!100%. So its been over two months since i wrote a review trying to be positive for the
game.
In the time since there has been no game changing improvements.

Still getting 13fps
Still poor mechanics
Still bad character models and graphics Overall.
Not much communication with the community showing the things being worked on.
No promise of anything for the future.

In all honesty i have to say even i find my previous post funny after reading it back ^_^
So i will say something i think should be said...

Do not buy this game until it has completely changed!!!
I mean everything content wise.
It is absolutely dead
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If you want a great game and community to back then i suggest
Creatures INC
this is a far more better project and has constant quality of life updates and a developer who is passionate and hard
working.

Seriously not happy with this title and its team they are not worthy of my support.
Not worth £11
Not even F2P.... Like the idea of the game but it's frustrating, you either run out of money or run out of time for your
missions. Some difficult setting or a little adjustment to the time would do fine. There is only a campaign mode at the
moment.. the thing that is really annoying about RPG Maker MV and all its dlc is that fact that almost all of it is bs! all
they are doing is giving you pictures instead of clothing generators. it would be nice to actually get parts to make new
characters instead of pictures to add to the game. this and other dlc are basically a waste of money
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This is one of the best single player strategy games I've ever played.. This game is something else. It's kinda hard to even call it a
game, its more like an audiovisual experience.
While not clear at first, you control a pretty cute cat that can walk (slowly), meow (enter or space), sit (shift), or sleep (esc).
This "game" consists of listening to good, but looping music and looking at very abstract art with a somewhat common theme of
cats. You can move the cat to the side of the screen, and then you get a new piece of artwork and a new song. Yeah, that's it.
Honestly, if you want something abstract and relaxing, this game is pretty good.
As far as criticisms go, while the music is good it's a bit of a rough loop, though with the nature of the game it might not even be
a loop.
Overall, 8/10 Glad I bought it.
I've never seen anything like this, nor will I probably again.. as far as the new antigrav racing games go, this is the most
satisfying to handle so far, not to mention the amazing environments and soundtrack and all... just one thing: do get with the
DLC tracks, they're worth it

something i've seen a lot of people do is compare it to Wipeout, which is bad comparison since the latter is more battle-focused
and has stiff handling. Redout is more akin to F-zero, with emphasis on actual racing, and that rewards technique (AG handling
stuff, with strafe and pitch). I'd say the handling\/gameplay are somewhat on the CodeMasters (Grid and DiRT series) level,
between arcade and simulator: you're not required to have precision, but using handling techniques is rewarded with smoother
and more efficient racing.

(dunno what else to say, so I might add on here later). An incredibly inventive game. I've never played anything quite like it. It is
far less simple than it appears, and was truly a joy to play.. This is right up there with Sega Bass Fishing in both fun and
ridiculousness. For that short amount of time I played this it wasn't that bad. Yes it's far from a good platformer,the graphics are
not the best and after some time the entire game becomes annoying. There are tons of better platformers out there,some of them
being at the same price of 0,99$. Overall,for me,it was a mediocre experience,but I don't recomand it,since,as I said,there are
better options.
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